Pure Function.
Pure&Easy

All you need.

Pure&Solid

Pure&Style

Almost 100 years ago
KLUDI began manufacturing bathroom
fittings using traditional methods
of craftsmanship. Followed by high-quality,
reliable fixtures of timeless design,
this expertise formed the foundation
of KLUDI. From the tradition as
a faucet specialist, the goal was created
to combine the highest quality of use
and perfect design in a unique way.
Thus the claim Water in Perfection
finds unmistakable expression in
our products as well as in all services
we provide for our customers.
It inspires and drives
our future activities.

KLUDI is a specialist for fittings
and shower heads with top quality,
function and design.
The basis for an encounter with water
that is easy and carefree at all times.
For pure joy of living.
and perfect functionality.

KLUDI Bathroom Fittings
Outstanding design and great innovation – KLUDI Smart Luxury epitomises top-class
bathroom fittings uniquely expressed in inspiring style collections.
Premium quality in a powerful yet elegant design – KLUDI Pure Function epitomises the perfect
holistic combination of form and function that blends in with every bathroom style.

KLUDI Kitchen Competence
Innovative functions in award-winning form – Perhaps more than any other, KLUDI Pure Function
epitomises outstanding expertise in design and function for kitchen fittings. KLUDI has mastered
the fine art of identifying personal and spatial requirements and transforming them
into unique products.

KLUDI Shower Dreams
An experience that refreshes all of the senses and also gives a moment of relaxation –
KLUDI shower systems and shower heads are thought out to the very last detail. They offer
modern features that turn every product into a technical masterpiece –
to make your dream shower a reality.
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KLUDI MehrWert
Water in a perfect flow.
Let yourself be touched anew every
day. And feel the soft freshness of
water in perfection.

KLUDI MehrWert
The interaction of outstanding design, perfect
function and painstaking manufacturing provides the
foundation for the highest quality in all KLUDI fittings.
Our brand claim, Water in Perfection, is expressed
unmistakably in our valued products.

The careful selection of all materials used and
their precise combination guarantee perfect
functionality and value retention.

The KLUDI quality cartridge is the heart of our
fittings. It is concealed and provides a unique
user experience every time it is used.
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Attention to even the smallest details makes
each KLUDI fitting special and a perfect holistic
combination of form and function.

Every KLUDI fitting developed takes practical
use into account in its product design.
This maximises its versatility.
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Precision finishing and careful polishing in the
preliminary stages of manufacturing are the
basis for lasting gloss and flawless surfaces of
all KLUDI fittings.

Expertise

Expertise

KLUDI Expertise

Variety for

The cartridge is the heart

Shining quality

The art of function

Perfect functionality

Energy conservation,

more versatility

of the fitting

of KLUDI chrome

lies in the details

and value retention

perfected

Every person, every space and

It distinguishes the quality of a

The surface of a fitting has to endure

Attention to even the smallest

The long lifespan of a fitting proves

KLUDI offers fittings with exceptional

every bathroom is different. KLUDI

fitting and makes it unique. KLUDI

a lot. Chrome plating provides an

details makes each KLUDI fitting

its high quality. An important foun-

features designed for water and

provides more versatility in any

cartridges meet the highest quality

elegant shine, protects the fitting

a perfect holistic combination of

dation for this quality is the selec-

energy conservation.

bathroom area. Optimum variety

standards, resting on decades of

and makes it resistant to corrosion

form and function. Fittings, which

tion of materials used and their

and space-saving solutions meet all

expertise.

and other influences. Chrome-plated

are economical in consumption and

precise combination. Whether its

your needs – whether they are of a

surfaces are also hygienic and easy

perfected in their operation, make

brass or plastic – all materials are

washbasin mixer, KLUDI Pure&Easy

personal or spatial nature.

to clean.

users happy and make the bathroom

of the highest quality.

offers an especially efficient

a place you can love.

•	With the “EcoPlus” single-lever

solution for water and energy
conservation. The idea: Cold water

means:

KLUDI FreiRaum means:

KLUDI HerzStück

•	Washbasin fittings in various

•	Cartridges with a longer lifespan.

KLUDI GlanzVoll means:

KLUDI DetailLiebe means:

KLUDI WertArbeit means:

•	Superb chrome quality, guaran-

•	Perfect harmony of form and

•	Precise machining of all individual

flows when the lever is in the
centre position. The lever can be

heights and sizes.
•	Innovative, space-saving technology in concealed bath and
shower fittings.
•	Advantageous cartridge placement in surface-mounted bath

•	Cartridges are optimised for
especially quiet, perfect flow.
•	Cartridges are available as
easily-exchangeable replacements parts, for the rare chance
you will need one.

and shower fittings so more

teed by KLUDI.
•	Long-lasting beautiful and
radiant appearance.
•	Easy to maintain, high-quality
chrome surfaces.

function: The ideal operation of a

components, which work together

fitting is neither too easy nor too

to make the perfect fitting.

difficult, and becomes especially

•	Use of special corrosion-resist-

comfortable through the optimal

ant brass and premium-quality

interaction of the lever length and

plastic, both of which meet the

cartridge.

high requirements of the Drinking

•	The water flow of all bath and

space can be saved when

shower fittings is automatically

installed.

set to “fill bathtub”. When the

Water Ordinance.

hand shower is needed, it can be
switched on manually.
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moved to the left for warm water.
•	An innovative technology in the
KLUDI Eco aerators reduces
water flow in the single-lever
washbasin mixer by 50%.

Introduction

Pure Function
A unique concept that
unites three styles of fittings
KLUDI Pure Function represents powerful and elegant design, which fulfils the highest quality requirements
and still remains affordable. This unique combination of
design and quality is a typical example of “true”
KLUDI WertArbeit.
The three lines KLUDI Pure&Easy, KLUDI Pure&Solid
and KLUDI Pure&Style embody the Pure Function
concept with their specific designs. This concept offers
innovative and sophisticated solutions. Pure Function
blends in with almost every interior decoration style –
making it easier to plan better bathroom projects.

KLUDI Pure&Easy

KLUDI Pure&Solid

KLUDI Pure&Style

Open-minded people who lead a

The KLUDI Pure&Solid line attracts

Design-oriented people who have

modern lifestyle and also appreciate

people who have their feet firmly on

a preference for soft, pure and

it in the bathroom setting are

the ground and set store by reliable,

modern style go for the elegant

fond of the refreshing airiness of

solid quality. The classic, timeless

KLUDI Pure&Style. The fitting line’s

KLUDI Pure&Easy. The fittings are

design of KLUDI Pure&Solid balances

straightforward styling meets

characterised by an expressive,

elegance with most furnishing styles

exacting design standards –

dynamic look. With surface finish in

– whether modern or conventional.

combined with perfect functionality.

dazzling chrome or cool white,

With their ergonomic considerations,

Gentle curves and clear lines create

KLUDI Pure&Easy is a minimalist

the fittings prove themselves as solid

design freedom in modern bathrooms

highlight that is perfectly in vogue.

workpieces of the highest manufac-

for modern families.

turing quality.
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KLUDI Pure&Easy
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KLUDI Pure&Easy

KLUDI Pure&Easy
Start the day effortlessly

“Fashionable and straightforward
– just how we like it.”

KLUDI Pure&Easy represents a reduced design
that can be seamlessly integrated into modern bathroom
style. This versatility is what makes the fittings so
well-liked.
An expressive feature of KLUDI Pure&Easy: The
dynamic angle of the fitting gives the design its fresh
and light character.

Appealing airiness. The dynamic angle of the
fitting gives the design its fresh and light
character.

Pure white symbolises classy restraint. The
white surface looks particularly elegant in bright
bathrooms.
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KLUDI Pure&Easy

KLUDI Pure&Easy
Pure freshness that brings joy

Efficiency with EcoPlus

The showering experience

Children simply

Dazzling

cartridges

with KLUDI FreiRaum

love it

performance

The highly efficient wash-

The minimal space require-

Clear red and blue

The angled design combined

basin fitting with EcoPlus

ments of the concealed

markings help the little

with the KLUDI GlanzVoll

technology conserves

and surface-mounted

ones learn to use water

surface makes Pure&Easy

water and energy by

fittings mean more space,

properly.

so easy to care for and

reducing warm-water

even in small showers and

consumption.

bathtubs.

gives it a brilliant look.

Open-minded people who lead a modern
lifestyle and also appreciate it in the bathroom
setting are drawn to the fashionable and
expressive KLUDI Pure&Easy.

Impressive quality. The line of fittings impresses users afresh every day. It is top-class quality
that is clear and evident every day. It’s great to have something you can rely on.
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Overview
WASHBASIN

KLUDI Pure&Easy
BATH

372850565
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
60 mm
with plastic pop-up waste

372820565
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
70 mm
with plastic pop-up waste

373850565*
with metal pop-up waste

373820565*
with metal pop-up waste

370280565
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
70 mm
without pop-up waste

372890565
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
70 mm
centre position cold water EcoPlus
with metal pop-up waste

376810565
single-lever bath and shower mixer

375920565
single-lever bath and shower mixer
distance from center to center=
45 mm
with hand-shower

376500565
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

375910565*
without hand-shower

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

376570565
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit, protected against
backflow
88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

SHOWER

372760565
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
70 mm
for use with displacement heaters
with metal pop-up waste

371900565
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
100 mm
with plastic pop-up waste

372860565
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
70 mm
Flow rate: 2 l/min
with plastic pop-up waste

372900565*
with metal pop-up waste

372750565*
without pop-up waste

372920565
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
100 mm
without pop-up waste

374190565
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

378410565
single lever shower mixer

38636*
concealed unit

376550565
concealed-single lever
shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

374200565
concealed-single lever
shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

38828*
concealed unit

BIDET

372840565
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
70 mm
Public lever arm 120 mm

370230565
single lever basin mixer
with metal pop-up waste

375330565
single-lever bidet mixer
with metal pop-up waste

370240565*
without pop-up waste

375340565*
without pop-up waste

372870565*
clinic lever 180 mm

*Not shown

Well-adjusted. It’s especially practical for children: The water flow for the bath and shower fittings is automatically set to “fill bathtub” and always
resets to this position. When the hand shower is needed, it can be switched on manually.
Available finish: 05 chrome
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Overview

KLUDI Pure&Easy
White refreshes the senses
Perfect white lends the feeling of purity and
freshness a new level of intensity. Subtle
chrome highlights add sheen to the white
surfaces. The gentle colour minimalism
highlights the lightness of the shape.

WASHBASIN

373829165
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
70 mm
with metal pop-up waste

370289165
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
70 mm
without pop-up waste

372909165
single lever basin mixer
Spout height=
100 mm
with metal pop-up waste

BIDET

BATH

SHOWER

375339165
single-lever bidet mixer
with metal pop-up waste

376819165
single-lever bath and shower mixer

378419165
single lever shower mixer

Available finish: 91 white/chrome
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372929165
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
100 mm
without pop-up waste
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“It’s wonderful
when the bathroom
becomes a place
you love.”

KLUDI Pure&Solid
24
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KLUDI Pure&Solid

KLUDI Pure&Solid
Expressive –
right from the start

“The high quality
and expressive character
impressed us immediately.”

The classic, timeless design of KLUDI Pure&Solid
has an expressive character. With their ergonomic
considerations, the fittings prove themselves as solid
workpieces of the highest manufacturing quality.
The classic, timeless design balances elegance
with most furnishing styles – whether modern or
conventional.

Strong personality. KLUDI Pure&Solid can be
combined with angular and round shapes in a
bathroom setting.

Economical and easy to maintain. The subtly
integrated aerator is reliably resistant to
limescale and saves water.
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KLUDI Pure&Solid

KLUDI Pure&Solid
Solid quality for every day

Sturdy character –

Ergonomically

More freedom –

KLUDI HerzStück

Solid workmanship

sophisticated

more individuality

the difference

The high-quality materials

The design and ergonomics

KLUDI FreiRaum creates

The KLUDI quality

of the fittings and their

of KLUDI Pure&Solid go

space in bathrooms: The

cartridge promises

solid workmanship give

hand in hand. The perfectly

fitting angled towards the

continuously silent and

users a great feeling and

designed lever ensures

side of the bathtub makes

even water flow. Another

confirm they have made

easy and comfortable

it easier to top up a bath

advantage: It can even be

the right decision.

operation.

with hot water.

replaced.

KLUDI Pure&Solid attracts people
who have their feet firmly on the
ground and set store by a reliable,
solid quality.

Perfect quality workmanship. Manufacturing specialised in fittings and rich in tradition
means the highest quality standards in workmanship.
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makes

Overview
WASHBASIN

SHOWER

343850575
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
60 mm
with metal pop-up waste

343820575
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
75 mm
with metal pop-up waste

342760575
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
75 mm
for use with displacement heaters
with metal pop-up waste

340280575*
without pop-up waste

340250575
single lever basin mixer
with metal pop-up waste
340240575*
without pop-up waste

344230575
single-lever bath and shower mixer
for four-hole tiles deck mounted
installation projection =
220 mm

342900575
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
100 mm
with metal pop-up waste
342920575*
without pop-up waste

BIDET

BATH

343940575
basin mixer three-hole tiles deck
mounted installation
Rigid spout
with metal pop-up waste

342160575
single-lever bidet mixer
with metal pop-up waste

346810575
single-lever bath and shower mixer

346500575
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

346570575
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit
protected against back flow

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit
*Not shown

KLUDI Pure&Solid

Available finish: 05 chrome

348410575
single lever shower mixer

346550575
concealed-single lever
shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

344200575
concealed-single lever
shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

38828*
concealed unit

342170575*
without pop-up waste

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit
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344190575
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit
38636*
concealed unit
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“Perfectly fitted
to my needs.”

KLUDI Pure&Style
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“Because we live a
modern life.”

KLUDI Pure&Style

KLUDI Pure&Style
Elegant design
for modern families
KLUDI Pure&Style combines top-class design with
outstanding functional characteristics.
The elegant fittings blends in well with modern
interior design styles and is excellent proof that style
doesn’t depend on budget.

Perfect form. A fashionable beauty that gives
new joy every day.

In harmony. Soft curves and a harmonious look
make it a pleasure to behold and use.
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KLUDI Pure&Style

KLUDI Pure&Style
Straight lines with a lot of freedom

Straight, gentle

KLUDI DetailLiebe

In harmony

styles
With its straight lines and

The perfect fitting is plan-

KLUDI Pure&Style har-

Great variety that takes

soft curves, the SoftEdge

ned down to the smallest

monises with round and

all bathroom styles into

design provides creative

details: The aerator is

angular forms in the

account: KLUDI offers

freedom in a modern bath-

limescale-resistant, eco-

bathroom. That makes it

the right fitting for any

room setting.

nomical in consumption

even easier to plan any

situation.

and discretely integrated.

bathroom project.

It is also easy to clean.

Design-oriented people who have
a preference for soft, pure, and
modern style appreciate the
straight-lined design vocabulary
of KLUDI Pure&Style.

Experience quality. Experience soft purity in an exciting way
in the shower.
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KLUDI FreiRaum

with all forms:
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Overview
WASHBASIN

403850575
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
60 mm
with metal pop-up waste

403930575
basin mixer three-hole tiles deck
mounted installation
Rigid spout
with metal pop-up waste

403820575
single lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge =
75 mm
with metal pop-up waste

402900575
single lever basin mixer
spout height=
100 mm
with metal pop-up waste

400280575*
without pop-up waste

402920575*
without pop-up waste

BIDET

BATH

402160575
single-lever bidet mixer
with metal pop-up waste

406810575
single-lever bath and shower mixer

402170575*
without pop-up waste

400250575
single lever basin mixer
with metal pop-up waste
400240575*
without pop-up waste

406550575
concealed-single lever
shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

404200575
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

38828*
concealed unit

404250575
bath and shower mixer
four-hole tiles deck mounted
installation
projection 220 mm

SHOWER

406500575
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit
88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit
*Not shown

406570575
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit
protected against backflow
88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit

Available finish: 05 chrome

404190575
concealed single-lever bath
and shower mixer
concealed valve with
functional unit

408410575
single lever shower mixer

38636*
concealed unit
Eco has style. The single-lever washbasin mixer has a water-conserving aerator
that reduces water flow by half.
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“Functional and
modern – just like
we live.”
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Icons and functional
markings
Our unique and practical designs will satisfy
your individual needs. Our fittings are created
with you in mind!

S-pointer
Angle of water flow can be adjusted to fit
different shaped basins.

Eco
Saves at least 40% water.

Low pressure
Fitting suitable for under-counter water heaters.

EcoPlus
The middle position of the handle allows cold
water to flow. The hot water is turned on by
moving the lever to the left.
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